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T
he fabrication of patterned metal
nanoparticles is of intense interest for
the growing field of plasmonics. The

applications of localized surface plasmon
resonances are diverse and powerful, in-
cluding nanoscale optics,1�3 chemical4 and
biological5 sensing, photovoltaics,6 and sur-
face-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS).7

The specific arrangement of metal nanoparti-
cles is particularly important for sensing tech-
niques such as SERS, wheremany of themost
successful designs capitalize on intense local
electric fields generated by nanometer scale
gaps between particles.8,9 In some cases,
enhancement strong enough for single-
molecule spectroscopy has been reported.10,11

Standard top-down and bottom-up ap-
proaches to fabricate arrays of particles with
consistent gap size over a large area have
been studied extensively, but have severe
limitations. Nanoimprint lithography can be
combined with e-beam lithography or other
state of the art top-down approaches to
produce nanoscale patterns on a large scale,12

but direct patterning of nanometer scale gaps
between particles proves challenging.13,14

Conversely, bottom-up or self-assembly ap-
proaches allow for rapid fabrication15 with
good long-range order16 and fine control of
interparticle spacing,8,17,18 but cannot be used
to generate patterns of arbitrary design on a
large scale. Even if these challenges can be
overcome, fabrication of plasmonic nanopar-
ticles is only the first step. To derive their true
potential, it is necessary to seamlessly incor-
porate these structures into a more complex
architecture, such as in optical19 and photo-
voltaic devices20,21 or lab-on-a-chip applica-
tions.22,23 Here we will present a fabrication
process thataddressesbothendsof thisdesign
challenge.

Some groups have used template-guided
self-assembly techniques to generate nano-
particle assemblies with designable geom-
etry,24,25 but this approach requires modi-
fication of the final substrate, which makes
incorporation of these structures into a
general architecture difficult. Other groups
have developed nanoscale pattern transfer
techniques with resolution limited only by
the initial patterningprocess, typically e-beam
lithography,26,27 and that can be used with
nonplanar or extremely small substrates, such
as optical fiber tips.28 Previously, we demon-
strated a technique combining top-down and
self-assembly processes to generate arrays of
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ABSTRACT

Deterministic patterning or assembly of nanoparticles often requires complex processes that

are not easily incorporated into system architectures of arbitrary design. We have developed a

technique to fabricate deterministic nanoparticle assemblies using simple and inexpensive

nanoimprinting equipment and procedures. First, a metal film is evaporated onto flexible

polymer pillars made by nanoimprinting. The resulting metal caps on top of the pillars can be

pulled into assemblies of arbitrary design by collapsing the pillars in a well-controlled manner.

The nanoparticle assemblies are then transferred from the pillars onto a new substrate via

nanoimprinting with the aid of either cold welding or chemical bonding. Using this technique,

a variety of patterned nanoparticle assemblies of Au and Ag with a critical dimension less than

2 nm were fabricated and transferred to silicon-, glass-, and metal-coated substrates.

Separating the nanostructure assembly from the final architecture removes significant design

constraints from devices incorporating nanoparticle assemblies. The application of this process

as a technique for generating surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy substrates is presented.

KEYWORDS: nanoimprint . plasmonics . sensing . nanoscale devices .
nanoparticle . SERS . nanofabrication
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metal particle groupings with arbitrary size, spacing,
and geometry that can surpass the limits of even the
most advanced lithography techniques.29 However,
the particle arrangements generated in these experi-
ments sat on polymer pillars over a metal film, limiting
their general application. In this paper we discuss a
new process to overcome this constraint.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results presented here demonstrate a new
technique to generate arrays of deterministic nano-
particle assemblies on a variety of substrates, creating
the potential to incorporate plasmonic structures with
arbitrary design and controllable interparticle spacing
into a new platform separate from the original tem-
plate. This new method is useful for SERS and other
plasmonic applications, as it enables simple control
over design variables such as the refractive index of the
substrate and also enables easy integration of plasmo-
nic structures into device architectures.

Metal Cap Transfer. The key steps of the metal nano-
particle fabrication and transfer process are illustrated
in Figure 1, and the following is a brief overview of
this process. First, an array of flexible polymer pillars is
fabricated using a combination of e-beam lithography,
reactive ion etching, and nanoimprint lithography
according to a process described previously.30 A thin
layer of gold, silver, or other metal is then evaporated
onto the pillar template, creating metal caps on top of
the pillars over an underlying metal film. When these
metal-capped pillars are exposed to a volatile liquid
and subsequently dried, they collapse into predefined
geometries due to microcapillary forces.29,31 Once the
pillar template is processed, a new substrate is pre-
pared that is designed to bind to the metal caps more
strongly to overcome the binding force between the
metal caps and polymer pillars. The pillar template and
substrate are then pressed together and placed back in
the nanoimprinting tool. A pressure of 80 psi is applied
to the bonded substrate stack to ensure conformal
contact across the entire surface despite local surface
height variations. After at least 12 h at room tempera-
ture, the pillar template and substrate are separated,
transferring the metal caps to the new substrate.
Shorter imprinting times were not tested but may be
possible.

We will now discuss the process in more detail and
its application to specific materials systems. The pillars
fabricated in the first step consist of a UV-curable
polymer that doubles as the nanoimprint resist.32,33

The final nanoparticle diameter is defined by the
original diameter of the polymer pillars, and the group
symmetry after closing is defined by their initial spac-
ing. When the nanopillars are exposed to a solution
containing appropriate molecules and subsequently
dried, themetal caps come into close proximity but are
held apart by molecules adsorbed on the particle

surface, forming nanometer-scale gaps. This is of par-
ticular interest for SERS applications, where nanoscale
gaps are used to generate greatly enhanced local
electric fields, referred to as “hot spots”.10,11 We have
seen this effect using trans-1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethylene
(BPE), which has two pyridine rings connected by a
vinyl group. We previously demonstrated that the
pyridyl nitrogen preferentially bonds to two adjacent
gold particles, bridging the gap between them and
simultaneously trapping the molecules in the SERS hot
spot.34 Other groups have achieved a similar effect
in randomly aggregated nanoparticles using cucurbit-
[n]urils or DNAwith trappedmolecules tomodify inter-
particle gap size by varying the molecular length.8,17

Using this self-assembly approach, we are no longer
limited by the resolution of the initial e-beam litho-
graphy pattern and can create arrays of particle assem-
blies with designable interparticle gaps down to the
subnanometer scale. For example, the BPE molecule
has a length of ∼1 nm; therefore the gaps that
we achieved using BPE as the ruler molecule were on
the order of 1�2 nm, depending on whether a single
molecule bridges the gap or molecules are adsorbed
on both nanoparticles as they come into proximity. As
shown below, the SERS performance of these sub-
strates is consistent with this nanometer-scale gap size.

The full process flow outlined in Figure 1 is demon-
strated for the transfer of Au caps to a new substrate in
Figure 2a, c, and d. However, if particles with a larger
spacing are desired, the pillar closing step can be
skipped and the particles can be transferred directly,
as shown in Figure 2b for Au caps transferred to an Au
film surface. The initial particle spacing resolution is
defined by the e-beam lithography step during the

Figure 1. Nanoimprinting transfer technique, consisting of
(a) fabrication of nanopillars using nanoimprint lithogra-
phy; (b) deposition of metal on the nanopillar surface,
forming the metal caps; (c) closing of pillars induced by
microcapillary forces; (d) a second nanoimprinting process
to bond the metal caps with the new substrate; and (e)
transfer of the metal caps to the new substrate after
separating the pillar template.
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fabrication of the nanoimprinting mold, while the
closed nanoparticle spacing resolution is defined by
molecules used to maintain the gap during the pillar
closing step. Therefore this process yields fine control
over particle spacing on both the micrometer and
nanometer scale. Furthermore, the initial e-beam pat-
terning step can be used to fabricate a variety of deter-
ministic structures. As an example, the transfer of Au
nanoparticle assemblies with various geometries rang-
ing from 2mers up to 7mers to an Au-coated Si sub-
strate is shown in Figure 3.

Techniques to Transfer to a Variety of Substrates. The
results from two methods to generate the metal�
substrate binding force are shown in Figure 4, along
with a demonstration of the process for four different
material systems. The first method relies on the strong
bond formed when two like metals are pressed to-
gether, referred to as cold welding when no added

heat is used.35 While low-pressure cold welding be-
tween clean metal surfaces under ultrahigh vacuum is
well known, it has also been observed in gold films
under ambient conditions when at least one substrate
is elastomeric.36 Here we demonstrate the expansion
of this technique to the transfer of patterned assem-
blies. In this application, a thin metal film is evaporated
onto the new substrate, which is then pressed together
with the metal-capped pillar template in a nanoim-
printing tool. The flexible polymer pillars serve as an
elastomeric support, ensuring conformal contact
across the entire patterned area.

The second method consists of coating the new
substrate with a self-assembled monolayer of mol-
ecules with exposed thiol functional groups, which
binds strongly to most metals.27,37 The other end of
the molecule is terminated by a trichlorosilane head-
group, which bonds well to exposed hydroxyl groups

Figure 2. Representative SEM images showing the nanoimprinting transfer process to create pentagonal nanostructure
assemblies. (a) Au caps on polymer pillars, (b) Au caps transferred to a new substratewithout collapsing pillars, (c) Au caps on
polymer pillars after collapse, and (d) Au caps transferred to a new substrate after collapsing pillars. All insets are taken at a
35� tilt view, and all scale bars are 200 nm.

Figure 3. SEM images showing the versatility and deterministic control of nanoparticle assemblies by using a nanoimprint
transfer process. Au caps on polymer pillars are arranged into a variety of patterns ranging from 2mers up to 7mers and
faithfully transferred to an Au film. All scale bars are 200 nm.
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(�OH) on the substrate, forming a monolayer under
appropriate conditions.38,39 The self-assembly process
was performed using a vapor phase molecular assem-
bling method as previously reported.40 The required
hydroxyl groups can be formed on most oxides or
substrates with a surface oxide layer either by a brief
oxygen plasma treatment or a dip in piranha solution
consisting of a 3:1 ratio of H2SO4 and H2O2.

These two methods are used to demonstrate the
application of the nanoimprinting transfer technique

to four different material combinations in Figure 4:
Au particles on an Au film, Au particles on glass, Au
particles on Si, and Ag particles on Si. Faithful transfer
was achieved for >95% of all nanoparticle assemblies
for all of the systems studied.

SERS Performance of Transferred Metal Caps. To demon-
strate the potential of this process for generating SERS
substrates in an arbitrary environment, we fabri-
cated SERS substrates using two methods, outlined in
Figure 5. Identical pillar templates were used in both
cases, consisting of 130 nmdiameter pillars arranged in
a variety of geometries, from 2mers up to 7mers, and
capped with 70 nm Au. The first pillar template was
soaked in 1 mM BPE in ethanol, while the second was
soaked in pure ethanol, each for 10 min, and then
removed and allowed to air-dry, causing the pillars to
collapse. The metal caps from both templates were
then transferred to thiol-coated quartz substrates,
and the second substrate was further soaked in 1 mM
BPE in ethanol solution for another 10 min. All samples
were rinsed in ethanol after exposure to BPE to remove
physisorbed molecules.

SERS measurements for a variety of nanoparticle
arrangements are shown in Figure 6. For a valid
comparison across all geometries, the measured
Raman peak intensity values were normalized by the
particle density, which varied significantly from sub-
strate to substrate based on the spacing between
particle groupings and the number of particles per
group. If we consider each point of contact between
particles to be a potential hot spot, this is equivalent to
normalizing the signal by the density of hot spots for all
cases except for the 7mers. Since the 7mer arrange-
ment already shows the lowest Raman peak intensity,
accounting for potential additional hot spots in this
geometry would not substantially change the pre-
sented results.

Figure 4. Representative SEM images showing large-scale
cap transfer in four different material combinations. (a) Au
caps transferred onto a 70 nm Au film on a Si substrate. (b)
Au caps transferred to a glass substrate coated with a
monolayer of thiol-terminated molecules. This sample was
coated with 5 nm Al for imaging. (c) Au and (d) Ag caps
transferred to a Si substrate coated with a monolayer of
thiol-terminated molecules. The scale bars are 10 μm in the
large field view images, and inset scale bars are 200 nm.

Figure 5. Depiction of two schemes for taking SERS measurements from Au particle groupings on quartz substrates. In the
first scheme (a) the pillars were soaked in 1 mM BPE solution in ethanol. The substrate was dried in air, causing the pillars to
collapse, and themetal caps were transferred to a quartz substrate with trapped BPEmolecules. In the second scheme (b) the
pillars were collapsed in pure ethanol. After the Au capswere transferred to a quartz substrate, theywere soaked in 1mMBPE
solution in ethanol for 10 min and allowed to air-dry.
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A strong SERS signal is observed for both prepara-
tion techniques, but the signal from particles exposed
to BPE during the finger closing process is typically
about 3�5 times stronger. Since the length of a BPE
molecule is around one nanometer, the gap between
particles maintained by BPE is below the resolution
limits of a typical scanning electron microscope (SEM),
and there is no observable difference between the two
sample preparation methods. The reduced signal from
preclosed metal particles is consistent with previous
studies confirming that exposing the nanofingers to a
solution containing the analyte molecule leads to
molecular trapping in the hot spots.30,34

A calculation of the enhancement factor (EF) de-
scribed in a previous report30 based on a conservative
estimate of the number of BPE molecules trapped
between the transferred nanoparticles yields values
ranging from 3 � 108 to 2 � 109 for the different ge-
ometries. This is lower than the enhancement factor of
1011 previously observed for BPE molecules trapped in
nanofingers,29 but shows performance exceeding or
on par with other studies on SERS performance of
nanoparticle arrays.9,25,41 Furthermore, recent reports
have shown that an enhancement factor on the order of
107�108 is sufficient for single-molecule spectroscopy.42,43

Assumingasimilar numberofmoleculesfind theirway into
the hot spots in the metal particle assemblies exposed to
BPE after transfer, the same EF calculation yields values
ranging from 2 to 5� 108 in this case.

There are a number of potential explanations for
the observed reduction in enhancement factor after
the particles are transferred to a new substrate. First, in
most cases there is no longer an underlying gold film,
which could serve to reflect the emitted Raman signal,
so that a larger fraction of the total Raman signal is
collected. Furthermore, the particles have now been
introduced to a new environment with a different
refractive index,44 which can lead to a significant red
shift of the plasmon resonance and therefore also the
optimal excitationwavelength. These changes can also
impact the relative SERS performance ranking of the
particle geometries. While 5mers in the original nano-
finger configuration were shown to have the strongest
SERS response in a previous report,29 3mers showed a
stronger response after being transferred to quartz
surfaces. Even though further study is needed in order
to understand the origin of such change, coupling of
the nanoparticles with the substrate may play a major
role in altering the plasmonic characteristics and the
radiation path, affecting the observed SERS perfor-
mance ranking.

The additional reduction in enhancement seen in
the particles exposed to BPE after transfer also has a
few possible explanations. The SERS hot spots of the
preclosed particles may be less effective since no
molecules were present during the initial pillar collapse
to maintain the small gaps required for the strongest
local electric field enhancement. In addition, fewer
molecules are optimally located in the hot spots when
the particles are exposed to an analyte solution after
closing. Finally, we have previously reported evidence
that the pyridine rings of BPE molecules preferentially
bind to the gold particle surface, likely creating a
bridge between neighboring Au particles. In addition
tomaintaining a small gap, this also serves to orient the
majority of the BPE molecules along the local electric
field vector in the hot spots. In the case where pre-
closed nanoparticles are exposed to BPE, the orienta-
tion of the molecules will be more random. The
reduced signal is most likely a combination of these
scenarios, with fewer molecules falling into weaker hot
spots in suboptimal orientations. However, 108 is still a
very large EF, and this second preparationmethodmay
be useful for applications where exposure to the
analyte solution before cap transfer is impractical.

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a new technique for gener-
ating arrays of metal particles with designable geome-
try and nanometer scale spacing. With straightforward
chemical modifications, these patterns can be trans-
ferred to a variety of substrates without significantly

Figure 6. (a) Normalized Raman peak intensity at 1600 cm�1

for Au nanoparticles on quartz in a variety of arrange-
ments. Black bars are for nanoparticles with trapped BPE
before transfer, while red bars are for nanoparticles ex-
posed to BPE after transfer. (b) SERS signal from transferred
Au caps arranged as 5mers and exposed to 1 mM BPE in
ethanol. For the black curve, BPE was trapped in the caps
during the pillar closing step. For the red curve, the pillars
were closed using pure ethanol as a solvent and caps were
transferred to a quartz substrate before exposure to the
BPE solution.
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altering their structure, making this a viablemethod for
integrating plasmonic structures into devices. This can
also be used as a technique to tune the environment
and therefore the properties of plasmonic structures.
For example, transferring plasmonic structures onto
a substrate with high refractive index such as Si can
lead to large changes in the plasmon resonance. The
technique was demonstrated as a process to transfer

SERS-active particles onto an arbitrary substrate. The
fact that pretrapped molecules still show a strong
signal indicates that the patterns are transferred pre-
cisely, as nanometer scale shifts can drastically reduce
the effectiveness of SERS hot spots. This could be an
effective way to transfer SERS-active particles to a
waveguide or lab-on-a-chip substrates, leading to an
integrated functional system.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Pillar Mold Fabrication. Pillar molds were fabricated using a

method described previously.30 In summary, the initial mold is
defined via e-beam lithography, followed by a series of reactive
ion etching and nanoimprint lithography steps to generate high
aspect ratio flexible polymer pillars on a Si substrate. The pillars
used in these experiments had a typical height of 500�700 nm
and diameter of 130�170 nm. Before metal deposition, the
polymer template is exposed to a brief oxygen plasma treat-
ment to improve the surface wettability, ensuring consistent
pillar closing behavior.

Adhesion Layer Preparation. All substrates where diced into 1
in.2 squares and cleaned in piranha solution, consisting of a 3:1
mixture of concentrated sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide,
for at least 5 min. For bonding by cold welding, substrates were
directly placed in a Leybold e-beam evaporator and 70 nm of
the desired metal was deposited. For chemical bonding, the
substrates were placed in a custom-built vapor phase molec-
ular assembly machine and exposed to alternating flows of
(3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane and water vapor.

SEM Measurements. All SEM images were taken in a FEI Sirion
XL30 SFEGmicroscope with a 10 kV acceleration voltage using a
through lens detector. Metal-coated polymer pillars and metal
particles on conductive substrates were imagedwithoutmodifi-
cation. Metal particles on nonconductive substrates such as
quartz were coated with 5 nm Al before imaging.

SERS Measurements. In the basic procedure, samples were
soaked in 1 mM BPE in ethanol for 10 min, allowed to air-dry,
and subsequently rinsed with ethanol to removed physisorbed
molecules. Specific modifications to this procedure are de-
scribed in the main text. SERS measurements were performed
using a Horiba JobinYvon T64000 upright confocal Raman
microscope equipped with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled multichan-
nel CCD detector. Samples were illuminated through a 100�
(N.A. 0.9) objective with 784.6 nm laser light at 30 μW. The
displayed spectra are the average of two measurements taken
with a 3 s acquisition time. All chemicals were purchased from
Sigma Aldrich without further modification.

Estimation of Enhancement Factor. The enhancement factor, EF,
calculated here is defined as EF = (ISERS/NSERS)/(Ibulk/Nbulk), where
the Raman intensity is measured at the 1600 cm�1 peak in both
cases. The bulk measurements were taken from 0.1 M BPE
solution with a 100� objective with a large working distance
to avoid contamination. With this setup, the laser illuminates a
volume of approximately 125 μm3, so thatNbulk = 125 μm3� 0.1
M � Navogadro = 7.53 � 109 molecules. To calculate NSERS, we
assume that the molecules within the 1 nm3 volume between
two nearly touching nanospheres experience the strongest
enhancement and, therefore, contribute to the majority of
the SERS signal. Assuming a close-packed monolayer of BPE
molecules with a size of 3 Å � 6 Å � 10 Å each, there are
approximately five molecules per hot spot. We can then esti-
mate NSERS on the basis of the particle density for a given
geometry and the number of hot spots per particle. For
example, for a 2mer there is one hot spot for every two particles,
but for the 3mer, 4mer, and 5mer structures there is one hot
spot per particle.
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